A formula for the Jones polynomial of pretzel knots and links is constructed using Kauffman's state model of the Jones polynomial. A computer program in Maple, which is given for calculations of these polynomials is also used to show that an infinite class of pretzel knots with trivial Alexander polynomial has nontrivial Jones polynomial. In addition, a relatively simple formula for the bracket polynomial of (2, s) torus knots and links is produced, helping give a necessary condition for the achirality of another infinite class of pretzel knots. This bracket formula is also used to reprove the formula for the Jones polynomial of (2, s) torus knots by state model as well as extend the original formula to (2, s) links. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction
Pretzel knots have surfaced on many occasions and have been used as important examples since they were first considered by Reidemeister [7] . In 1964, Trotter [8] produced an infinite set of noninvertible pretzel knots-the first examples of noninvertible knots ever discovered. More recently, Parris [6] produced presentations for the knot groups of pretzel knots to develop formulas for their Alexander polynomials. In this paper. a formula is constructed giving the Jones polynomial [2] of both pretzel knots and links. This is achieved using the Kauffman state model approach [4] to the Jones polynomial. A formula for the bracket polynomial of the three index pretzel knot or link is first created by using exchange relations to give the bracket in terms of a (2, s) torus knot or link and a connected sum of (2, s) torus knots or links. A recursive formula for the bracket of these torus knots and links is already given by Kauffman [5, p. 371 for a positive integer, s. This formula is adjusted to include the cases for negative s, expanded and then simplified to produce a concise formula. Once the formula for the three index pretzel is established then a similar approach is used to generalize this bracket formula to a higher index pretzel knot. An exchange relation is applied to the final set of crossings to reduce the pretzel by a single index, thus creating a recursive formula for any index pretzel knot or link. An orientation notation for these pretzel knots and links is then presented along with a writhe number formula to complete the construction of the Jones polynomial. Since a large number of computations are involved in obtaining the Jones polynomial of even a pretzel knot or link with few crossings, a computer program in Maple is given. This program is used to show that the Jones polynomial of pretzel knots P(ci, -2~ -l! -2ci + 1) are nontrivial, a class of knots for which the Alexander polynomial is always trivial [6, p. 321. Parris has also established that another infinite class of pretzel knots of form P(ci ( -2 -cl : 1) is achiral [6, p. 731 . It is shown that this form is also a necessary condition for achirality by use of the (2, s) bracket polynomial formula. In addition, this bracket formula is used to reprove Jones' formula for the Jones polynomial of (2! s) torus knots by state model, extending the original to (2! s) links and answering in part the question posed in [I, p. 1551.
A pretzel knot or link is determined by an n-tuple (ct. ~22: . cn), n 3 3, of nonzero integers where lcil gives the number of half twists and the sign of c, indicates either positive or negative half twists. Fig. 1 shows the standard form of the pretzel knot or link, written P(ci , ~2; ! c,). It is from this perspective that we will always view these knots and links.
It should be noted that if ?z is odd and all the ci are odd, then a knot is produced.
If however, rz is even and all the ci are odd then a two component link is produced.
Otherwise, the number of even ci entries gives the number of components for n both even or odd.
The bracket polynomial
We will be using Kauffman's state model of the Jones polynomial to produce a formula for these knots and links, so our attention is first given to the bracket polynomial. Recall the following relations of the bracket, invariant under Reidemeister moves II and III (for details, see (41):
for II' a nonempty knot or link. By applying these relations, the values of half-twists are:
( 2.3)
The bracket polynomial of P(ct. ~2.. , c,,) will be written in terms of the bracket of (2. s) torus knots and links and their connected sums. An illustration of the standard form of these torus knots and links, written T(s) is given in Fig. 2 .
Note that is .s is odd, T(s) is a knot and if s is even, then T(s) is a two-component link. Kauffman gives a recursive formula for the bracket polynomial, (T(s)) of these torus knots and links for s a positive integer in [5, p. 371 . This formula may be altered to include the case of negative crossings, as shown in Fig. 3 where E(S) = s/ls1.
We write
Expand (2.4) in the following manner: Continuing to expand results in the formula
This may be written explicitly as a geometric series to obtain the following proposition:
Lemma 2.1. Ifs is any integel; then
Proof. Formula (2.6) can be written as a geometric series with ratio (-1)E(s)A4E(S):
The proposition holds for E(S) either + 1 or -1. ??
w3)
A recursive formula for the bracket polynomial of P(ct, ~2, cs) is now constructed.
The bracket (P(ct , ~2, cg)) is written in terms of a torus knot or link and a pretzel knot or link in which a single crossing is eliminated at the last (in this case ~3) set of crossings.
Elimination of a crossing at this final set of crossings will be termed "end-reduction".
An illustration of this procedure is given in Fig. 4 . The bracket formula is given by (P(c~,c~,c~))=A-~(~')( -A3)"(':')~':'(T(~l +~2)),
(2.9)
The right hand crossings are repeatedly end-reduced to produce a final formula incorporating both a single torus knot or link T(ct + cz) , and a connected sum T(q) #T(Q) (Fig. 5) .
A-E(c3) (km@) + AEcC3) (fr#,) A-E(Cn) (rm@) + AEcCn) (r@$$) Fig. 6 . Bracket polynomial of P(c, ~ c2. , c,).
Expanding (2.9) as in (2.5) we have
(2.10)
Note the well-known property of the bracket polynomial, (P # Q) = (P)(Q) for the connected sum of knots and links P and Q; in particular (T(ct I# W2)) = (5% ))(W*)).
We now generalize the formula for the bracket polynomial of P(q j ~2, ~3) to P(q : ~2, c "', n ) and produce a formula in terms of P (q ~ ~2,. . : c,-,) and the end-reduced pretzel knot or link (Fig. 6 ). The generalized bracket polynomial is
+ A+-) (P(c,q c2,. . . , c,, -I) ). (2.11)
Through repeated end-reduction we obtain a formula which includes both the connected sum T(q) #T(c2)#s..#T(c,_t) and (P(cr.. . . ,c,_l)). This formula is
(2.12)
Orientation and writhe
We now introduce a notation to describe the orientation of pretzel knots and links. In Fig. 7, P(q) ~2.. . . : c,) is shown with the top half of its edges marked with (Y~'s for i from 1 to n. It should be clear that orientations given to these (YB'S will completely determine the orientation of the entire knot or link. A left orientation (t) will be assigned a -1 while a right orientation (4) is given a +l. It is important to note that these orientations entirely depend upon the values for the ci, so that the 0,'s cannot always be randomly assigned. For example, if n = 3 and cl = c2 = c3 = 3 we obtain a knot whose orientation is determined by a single cq. Its only possible orientations, (01, ~2, ~3) are (+ 1, -1, -1) and (-1, + 1, + 1). We may now describe any oriented pretzel knot or link as P((c~)~,, (~2)~~). . , (c~)~,) where the q's are nonzero integers and the oi's are either +l or -1.
A formula for the writhe number of our pretzel knots and links is the last major step in the construction of the Jones polynomial by the Kauffman bracket approach. Proof. We prove (3.1) by induction in several cases by splitting the pretzel knot or link between the crossings ck and ck+i of the inductive step. We then reconnect to create a pretzel of one less index and apply the induction assumption. The intuition behind this formula is formed through the observations in Fig. 8 . There are a number of cases to check for n = 3. All combinations of P(ci, ~2, ~3) for ci even and odd as well as all possible orientations must be considered. These cases are omitted but can be easily checked using the writhe observations above. Assume (3.1) holds for n = Ic,
Lemma 3.1. The writhe number of any oriented pretzel knot or link with orientation as established above is w(q(c&,,
Case (i): cq = -ak+l.
Here the orientations of cq = -ak+i match, i.e., there is no orientation conflict as we split and reconnect. There is a concern that a "match" of orientations described by (~1 = --crk+i also gives one at the bottom reconnection that is independent of ck+i. Fig. 9 illustrates this situation for both ck+i odd and even given ~i = + 1 and (Yk+i = -1. An analogous situation occurs for cyI = -1 and cxk+l = + 1. We therefore have no orientation trouble as we reconnect. The above calculations were performed on a computer with 16 megabytes of RAM, and each calculation required only several seconds for their Jones polynomials to be produced. The Jones polynomial of the three index pretzel knot with ci = c2 = cs = 113 was calculated in 38 seconds while the choice of cl = Q = c3 = 114 exhausted the memory. When each ci was fixed at 10, n = 28 was the largest index to give the desired output before all available memory was filled. Similarly, for each c, = 50. the greatest index that produced a polynomial was 7~ = 1 1. These two computations required 57 and 92 seconds, respectively.
Achirality
A knot or link is called achiral if it is ambient isotopic to its mirror image. It should be clear that the mirror image of P(ci, ~2.. . . c,) is P (-cl, --cz.. . . , -c,) . Parris has shown that pretzel knots of form P(ci , -2 -cl, 1) are achiral for any odd integer cl [6.
p. 731, thus they may be deformed to their mirror images P(-c,, 2 + c,, -1). It will be proved that this condition is also necessary, producing the following theorem. Proof. The sufficient condition holds by the observation that P(c,! ~2, 1) and P(2 + c2,2 + cl, -1) are equivalent (see [6, p. 51) . Now, if P(c,, ~2, I) is ambient isotopic to its mirror image P(-c,, -cl, -1)) then they will have both the same Jones polynomial and normalized bracket polynomial. We have ( _ A_3) -cl -c2-I p( cl,c2, 1)) = ( -A-3)c'+c2+'(P(-c,, -c2, -1)).
(4.11
By end-reducing we obtain the following equation:
[A-'(T(c, which holds only when c, = -1, giving another trivial class of knots P( -1, ~2, 1). 0
Additional results
In [3], Jones constructs the formula for the Jones polynomial of (T, s) torus knots, where r and s are relatively prime integers. The proof of this formula is quite involved,
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Fig. 10. Standard and nonstandard orientation for T(s).
so it was conjectured in [ 1, p. 1551 that an easier proof may be found, perhaps by using state models. For the (2, s) torus knots already discussed, Jones' formula is only applicable for odd integers s. However, in light of Lemma 2.1, a formula for the Jones polynomial of T(s) may be constructed for all integers s. We begin by first considering the writhe number of T(s). Since T(s) has two components when s is even we must be concerned with orientation.
T(s) will be termed "standardly oriented" with orientation Q = 1 when the outside strands are oriented in the same direction. If these strands are oriented in opposite directions then the link will be called "nonstandardly oriented" with o = -1 (see Fig. 10 ). Note that T(s) is always standardly oriented when s is odd.
The writhe number of T(s) standardly oriented, written T,(s) = T+I (s) is s while the writhe number of T_ 1 (s) is -s. Thus, the normalizing term to the bracket polynomial is ( -A3)-as.
The Jones polynomial, Parris has shown that the knots P(ci, -2ct -1, -2ct + 1) have trivial Alexander polynomial for cl a negative odd integer (see [6, p. 321) . However, we shall see that the Jones polynomial is in fact nontrivial for this class of knots when ci # -1. Note that P(-1, 1,3) is trivial. For these knots, the Jones polynomial proves itself the stronger polynomial invariant.
Proposition 5.1. The pretzel knots P(Q, -2~3 -1. -2~1 + 1) have nontrivial Jones polynomial for any negative odd integer less than -1.
